Abstract. Inverse problem solving computation was performed for solving PDF (pair distribution function) from simulated data EXAFS based on data FEFF. For a realistic comparison with experimental data, we chose a model of the first sub-shell Mn-O pair showing the Jahn Teller distortion in crystalline LaMnO 3 . To restore the Fourier filtering signal distortion, involved in the first sub-shell information isolated from higher shell contents, relevant distortion matching function was computed initially from the proximity model, and iteratively from the prior-guess during consecutive regularization computation. Adaptive computation of EXAFS background correction is an issue of algorithm development, but our preliminary test was performed under the simulated background correction perfectly excluding the higher shell interference. In our numerical result, efficient convergence of iterative solution indicates a self-consistent tendency that a true PDF solution is convinced as a counterpart of genuine chi-data, provided that a background correction function is iteratively solved using an extended algorithm of MEPP (Matched EXAFS PDF Projection) under development.
INTRODUCTION
Basically, EXAFS equation is expressed by the transformation from r-space to k-space under the availability of theoretical FEFF data [1] . Yet, there is no direct transformation (algebraic formalism) from "experimentally measurable quantum probability density representing the x-ray absorption spectroscopy" to "definable distribution density of the inter-atomic distance in real space". In contrast to conventional EXAFS fitting analysis or FEFFIT [2] , other kind of EXAFS analysis computation originated from the Tikhonov regularization method [3] is the iterative solution projection method using numerical recipe and algorithm [4] of manipulating matrix inversion computation under the "ill-posed" mathematical problem. In mathematical point of view, unlike cross-correlation uncertainty of conventional EXAFS fitting parameters, optimal regularization and perfect PDF projection is achievable but cumbersome in algorithm development. In recent years, as well as other boosting studies of inverse problem solving computation [5] , the EXAFS projection method need to be more reliable and practical for solving the fine structure from lower k-range chi-spectrum or poor experimental data even acquired. In our previous EXAFS analysis work [6] , as an example of the JahnTeller distortion of manganese oxide materials (La 1-x Ca x MnO 3 ), we pointed out that the specific split-shell feature in the first Mn-O pair was identifiable with somewhat erroneous trend (related to the Fourier filtering signal distortion), but enriching numerical feasibility of an inverse problem solving algorithm.
NUMERICAL PROCEDURES
In EXAFS signal, the chi-spectrum χ(k) is obtained from the experimental data of x-ray absorption spectrum μ(E), by specifying k=0.512(E-Eo) 1/2 with absorption-edge threshold energy(Eo-shift) and the proper background subtraction. In contrast to the standard EXAFS equation [7] , expressed by summation formalism with interpretable parameters of N i , R i and σ i over all individual shells, the general EXAFS chi-spectrum equation is expressed by [8] :
where g(r) is the pair distribution function (PDF). From data FEFF, the backscattering amplitude F(k,r) and the phase shift φ(k,r) are r-dependent characteristic functions.
For the practical use of inverse problem solving algorithm, it is proper to select two kinds of PDF-g(r) 
Here, χ_BK(k) is chosen as a background correction function partially attributed to multiple scattering paths. In numerical process, g_a(r), g_b(r) and χ_BK(k) are chosen as smooth-curve functions, but the computed h_c(k) is an extraordinary function, including smooth curve (intrinsic vector) plus irregular pattern (extrinsic vector), thus expressed as;
In order to solve the inverse problem in computation (obtaining g_a(r) & g_b(r) from h_c(k) via iterative regulation method), the intermediate character function h_extrinsic(k) must be traced without truncation throughout the numerical iteration procedure.
Fundamentally, a complete solution of chemicalspecific PDF for multi-component system can be computed from one specific data EXAFS, but it is too dramatic to cover all shells by an inverse computation. In dealing with unwanted statistical error and background removal problem in experimental data EXAFS, the Fourier transformation filtering method must be cooperated as well. By optimal Fourier filtering with shell-specific Hanning window, it is proper to isolate the shell of interest, but the filtered signal is much distorted at the lower k-range.
Nevertheless, there is an iteratively useful way to restore the true function χ_corr(k) from the Fourier filtered chi-signal χ_FFS_smooth(k), presumed as equivalent treatment on real experimental data.
In Eq.(4), the essential part -matched correction function χ_MCF(k) -can be transferred from the actual distortion predicted from the prior-guess model (initially choosing g_a(r) as PDF, but g_b(r)=0 for the one-kind system), thus expressed by:
Numerically, the core algorithm for PDF solution projection is to trace χ_MCF(k) within the convergence range sufficient for iteration, because χ_MCF_iteration(k) is a model-dependent varying function but possessing the convergence proximity within limited range.
In Eq.(4), for a precision analysis, the actual background subtraction function, χ_BK_smooth(k), must be set to exclude the unwanted interference from higher shell and multiple scattering contents. During the iteration trip, χ_BK_smooth(k) is chosen as an adaptive solution, but our current iterative algorithm is somewhat unstable for programming extension.
SIMULATION RESULTS
For our simulation study, we generated the theoretical FEFF-based chi-spectrum for an arbitrary structural modeling of crystalline LaMnO 3 , chosen with a specific PDF feature for the first shell of Mn-O pair and reasonable higher shell contents, shown in Fig.(1) . In FT representation, the initial proximity model was selected by an approximate guess of EXAFS fitting parameters (N, R and σ 2 for three shells in Mn-O phase) close to the all-shell model (assumed as a real data). By applying the inverse Fourier transformation with the first-shell specific Hanning window of r[0.8~1.74] and dr=0.2, the Fourier filtered chi-spectra, χ_FFS_all(k) and χ_FFS_model(k), are obtained. Using Eq.(4) and Eq. (5), we can restore χ_corr(k) accurately enough for computing g_a(r) by the iterative regularization computation. (As commented previously, to reduce computation load, we took χ_BK(k) as a predetermined function instead of an adaptive unknown function.)
Inverse problem solving computation is iteratively made: Principally, using the iterative recurrence formalism of inversion computation derived from the constraint Eq.(2), the solutions, g_a_(j+1) and g_b_(j+1), are iteratively computed from the priorguess solution of g_a_(j) and g_b_(j). With applying the matched correction function χ_MCF(k) associated with Fourier filtering, the corrected function χ_corr(k) undergoes successive iteration trip (from j=0 to j=100) with proper regularization parameters; proper kwindow ranges, respectively, for g_a (PDF in range) and g_b (modifier out of range), and specific discrimination conditions if required. The best solution for g_a and g_b can be determined under the optimally chosen regularization conditions like the L-curvecriterion [3] . Then, by resetting g_b=0 into next-cycle iteration trip, it is necessary to remove the unnecessary modifier signal which is not proper to specify a next prior-guess PDF function, g_a(r). Main cycle of iteration trip (from i=0 to i=10) is repeated until satisfactory solution is finally obtained. Iterative convergence test illustrated from the plot of chi-difference and PDF between fit (red color) and true (black color) data. Significantly observed is quick convergence in the chi-difference plot (indicating the deviation of fitted χ_fit(k) from input χ_corr_true(k)) though the main-cycle iteration trips (from i=1 to i=3).
In our practical test, shown in Fig.2 , the computation results in three consecutive iteration trips (from i=0 to i=3) represent the significantly quick convergence in PDF and χ(k) to the true (originally given) function. But relatively large deviation in lower k-range indicates that the matched correction function χ_MCF(k) is less accurate in lower k-range. Actually, a perfect coincidence represents a shift-invariant transformation that a stationary PDF solution is observed under varying k-domain window range.
In summary and conclusion, our numerical test was successful in demonstrating the convergence of regularization computation using essential algorithm of the matched correction function (MCF) restoring Fourier filtering distortion. Implicitly, our numerical result indicates a self-consistent tendency that a perfect solution of PDF is a counterpart of genuine chi-data, perhaps under an analytic criterion to be justified. Future algorithm may include the adaptive background correction, convincing the complete iterative convergence to the true PDF solution. Because our PDF solution projection method was successively pipelined to Fourier filtering imposed on the matched trial structural model, we proposed a new EXAFS data analysis code, named as MEPP (Matched EXAFS PDF Projection) method.
